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4th Grade Science Review
Lesson: April 7th, 2020

Learning Target:  
Students will explain and show that over time, patterns in 

rock formation and fossils in rock layers can change a 
landscape.  

   



Background: This is a review lesson from the Reducing 
Impacts Unit: History of the Earth’s Surface 

● Students can explain and show that over time, patterns in 
rock formation and fossils in rock layers can change a 
landscape.  

Let’s Get Started:
Watch Videos: 
1. Anchor Lesson
2. Brain Pop-Fossils
3. Fossils Tell of Long Ago

a. Video on this slide

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UuqNt1xez30&list=PL4Izi9hlAHgRDYNJ0Zy2EEjglJ2E1q6jc&index=47
https://www.brainpop.com/science/diversityoflife/fossils/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOdBTqHhIL8


Practice: 
Study the 
picture on 

this slide, you 
will need this 
information 
on the next 

slides.

Remember that the fossils are 
the same age as the rock layer 
they formed in.



Which fossil 
do you think 
is the oldest? 
WHY do you 
think that?

Practice 1

Remember that the fossils 
are the same age as the rock 
layer they formed in.



Practice #1 answer:

The fish is buried 
in the deepest 
layer of the 
earth, making it 
the oldest fossil. 

If you said 
FISH --you 
are correct!



Practice #2:

Which fossil is 
the youngest?

Remember that the fossils are the 
same age as the rock layer they 
formed in.



Practice #2 answer:

Remember that the fossils 
are the same age as the 
rock layer they formed in.

If you said 
WHALE --you 
are correct!

Why? Because 
the whale fossils 
are found in the 
top most layer 
of earth, making 
it the newest 
addition. 



Practice #3:
Which animal is 
shown to be 
around this area 
most recently, 
dinosaurs or 
birds? Explain 
why.

Remember that the fossils 
are the same age as the 
rock layer they formed in.



Practice #3 answer:

 
Why? Because bird 
fossils are found in 
the second layer 
which occurred 
AFTER the third 
layer, where the 
dinosaurs are 
found.

Remember that the fossils 
are the same age as the 
rock layer they formed in.

If you said 
BIRDS--GREAT 

JOB!!!!



Practice on your own:
      

● Take the Study Jams quiz about fossils
● If needed, watch the video, too!

http://studyjams.scholastic.com/studyjams/jams/science/rocks-minerals-landforms/fossils.htm


Self Check: 
Go tell someone in your home your answers.

1. Was this lesson?
❏ easy, 
❏ just right
❏ hard 

2. Take the Brain Pop quiz 
about fossils. 

3. Share your score with 
someone at home! 

https://www.brainpop.com/science/diversityoflife/fossils/quiz/

